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issue even better than it already is.

7.27

Stephen Ratcliffe

light grey whiteness of fog against invisible ridge
two sparrows perched on redwood fence in foreground
sense of human seemed to, second do you really like
impulse to possess aspect even, takes us back, made
woman in avocado green shirt across table whose son
in NYC wants to be making $500K by the time he’s 35
grey whiteness of fog against still invisible ridge
white line of wave breaking across mouth of channel

TOO

Jim Zola

PORTRAIT OF LAKE PLEASANT: DAY & NIGHT

Catie Hannigan

Light curls / how angels rest when they can’t do it anymore / like any mouth / which runs out
of gestures / the fat June bug hits the lamp / I forget about angels
/ I see myself baking bread / with salt / just like that / I work my hands
around fruit / through leaves / in dirt / closer / to smell the wind ripple it small /
What? / Lake Pleasant blue mountains indulge in sky / night opens and closes like a door
/ just like that / to forsake what holds us in / I must be better about this / Lake Pleasant
/ this leaving like lightning / my smokey absence / the bridge it passes under /
Is not each hour of light an extension of light itself yet each hour of dark severed
from every hour? / because of this stars are reborn and clouds do not die / to restore faith
in my soft body / a water conditioned by gestures / of freedom / what a hand combs through
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COLLISION

Sophie Vanhomwegen

POWER LINES
electricity in the breath
of memory– the backcountry home mom
owns an endless vista
she has men care for
due to spine drooping
a road on her body
leads to membrane and
dad alive in the sky
looking down on her
fields purple or blue
the empty driveway
anyone’s welcome to

James Croal Jackson

TEMPLE

Fabrice Poussin

THE ESCAPE

Sophie Vanhomwegen

FAUST
I’m delighted to accept your pieces.
Just circle the prepositions. Find the action.
Cut to the chase. Destroy all backstory
in ninety minutes bullet-ridden mountain peaks,
erode rivers sprung from melted icebergs, keep the cliff-jump
screams and take the protective footwear off your heroine.
If you pit the wart-hog against the briar-rabbit,
accommodate wagers, I believe investors will be found
to make video games, especially if shot tight, perhaps
hand-held, go for blood bath, don’t worry about the symbolism.
Then, you can leave the city and build your tiny house
on Meat Cove with sea view and no need to ever write
another word or contact me again please send word if
in complete agreement and the lawyers can settle the rest.

David Morgan O’Connor

GARDEN

Sandy Coomer

PARADISE
Ripping the cords from
the closest wall, I pay
tribute to the circuit,
plant, and transfer
station. My intent is a kind
of wild, floating noun. I like
your face. You and you,
slither-down self, what hoves
hither from here. The smell
of swimming hollows out
my cheeks. I’d like to be as
meaningless as anything else
with a choice releasing its
chokehold. To which I suit
my syntax. It’s modeled
on the motion of trees,
their sway over canyon
and gorge. Throw me
a breaker. It’s a secret,
yes, but one we’ll
eventually tell.

Andy Stallings

A ROOM WITH A VIEW

Antoni Hidalgo

[YOU CAN BE A TORNADO]

Darren Demaree

i told my daughter you can be a tornado if you choose your words carefully if you can swallow
the landscape with the plausibility of your new world you can take the town away and one town
over and two towns over if you spin the coarse words loud enough to crush the spirit of every
wooden frame and this will make every season yours and when the people reach up to touch
what they shouldn’t be trying to touch you can throw a cow at them as that is the right of every
woman

ENVELOPE

Jennifer Ramsey

ENVELOPE

Jennifer Ramsey

STAGED

Erica Charis-Molling

in response to Alvin Ailey’s Revelations
nine bodies
not white but golden a spotlight perfectly
circular as perimeter between
the void already dead space
and the focal point still here space
I’ve been ‘buked
hands up above the head nine hands
open upper body spun torso bound
hands collapsing inward and falling
faces tipped toward earth knees bending
arms rising no limp wrists here head high
an’ I’ve been scorned
eight torsos caving one chest raised
arms gathering once more toward center
chest and heads raised faces covered by hands
no feet no feet leave the circle no eyes
leave the far wall in the still
I’ve been talked about
here space the women out front
the men stand back. In the still
here circle there is no touch
palms offered flat golden and empty
sho’s you’re born
●
two bodies
the circle returns man high arms out
torso bending backward as woman sinks
Fix me Jesus
face down low curtsy one queer
foot pointed to the edge in a moment

Fix me
he will walk the perimeter of light
guarding her perilously slow pirouette
Fix me Jesus
the queered foot now lifted high
arms high then leaning then fallen
Fix me
●
one body
the gold all gone a body hemmed in whiteness
I want to be ready
he’s low folded alone reaching anywhere but in
I want to be ready
laying face down then rising fetal turning beastial
ready to put on
as a theater full of silent eyes circle the void the light
the long white robe

STEADY

Neda Kerendian

7.28

Stephen Ratcliffe

light in window opposite unmade yellow and blue bed
first bird chirping from branch in right foreground

details recorded in other drawing, brought to light
duration, still more than say in lines, except that

the aberrant demand placed on inceptual thinking is
that thinking should say where the decision resides

grey whiteness of fog still against invisible ridge
white line of wave breaking across mouth of channel

200 PACES

Alex Parton

The space between the two border stations is about 200 paces. This guard is awake but
in a similar condition to the last one: unshaven with oily, unkempt hair. After a moment of
looking over his papers, the guard says, “No.”
“No?” he says.
The guard shakes his head side to side and motions inside the shed, where there is a
small table and chairs. The guard has a smile on his face now, as he sits, his long legs almost
reaching the table’s underside.
He reaches into his pocket and pulls out money. He offers it to the guard with his
eyebrows raised. The guard protrudes his lower lip and shakes his head side to side.
With the money still between his thumb and forefinger, he sits down opposite the longlegged guard. There is a chess set in the middle of the table. The guard wiggles his finger
between them, as if they are to play. He sighs, and then nods.
He arrived this morning just after sunrise. A border guard was seated next to the
doorway of a small shed, asleep with his head titled all the way back and mouth open. “Open 7
am,” the guard said with his eyes still closed.
“Is there another chair?” he said.
The guard closed his mouth and crossed his arms. He considered just walking across
the border without having his papers checked. He wondered if it really made a difference. The
sun slowly ascended over the dull horizon.
He wonders if he should let the guard win. He learned how to play chess on his
grandmother’s floor, playing against the older kid that lived down the hall. But the guard is
good. The first game lasts a while.
At 6 am, he unburdened his bag from the motorcycle and looked towards the other side
of the invisible line: a small collection of huts and a long road leading towards the horizon. He
paid the driver, who mounted his bike and left in the direction they had come, cigarette
between the middle and index finger of his clutch hand.
The ride had taken all night. He should have left earlier. The air was already starting to
cool, the horizon black and blue.

Some time after 7 am, the guard by the door opened his eyes and sucked on his gums
loudly. He handed the guard his papers. The guard rubbed his eyes with his palm and swept
the air with his fingers to tell him he could go on.
He loses to the guard. He smiles innocently and tells himself that he lost on purpose.
The guard smiles graciously and rearranges the board. He wonders if he should win. He
wonders if he is able.
Yesterday, he had gone for a walk in the morning. He walked in no particular direction,
ending up in the outskirts of town. It was quiet except for the ringing in his ears from the
sunlight beating down on him. A monochrome of dust hung in the air.
He came to a chain-link fence that enclosed an empty lot. A slender man with long hair
was standing by the perimeter of the fence, completely naked, stroking himself. The slender
man smiled crudely, and then began to walk around the lot. He watched the slender man walk
around in circles, sometimes reversing direction, sometimes cutting across the lot, playing with
himself.
The guard offers him tea, which he accepts. A group of locals yell something from the
doorway. The guard raises a wrist and sweeps the air with his fingers. The locals yell something
else and continue on. He moves a pawn one square forward.
He wins the second game. The guard doesn’t seem upset, but simply smiles a dull smile
and rearranges the board. This makes him anxious. He gets up, and the guard seems surprised,
sad even.
The space between the two border stations is about 200 paces. He hands the guard by
the door his documents. The guard looks them over carefully, and says, “Ah.” The guard
doesn’t seem to recognize him from earlier.
The guard motions inside the shed, where there is a small table and chairs. He sits down
at the table, a chess set in the middle. The guard sits down, smiles, and motions for him to
make the first move.
The motorcycle driver had stayed awake by chain-smoking. He tied his bag to the rack of
the motorcycle, mounted in back the driver, and they were off. They dodged a bus, bulging with
people and things. To get out of town, they slowly negotiated paths littered with burnt weeds.
Before long, it was night and stars dotted the sky like rice spilled on a dark floor.

MIAMI

Kelly Warburton

7.31

Stephen Ratcliffe

light coming into fog against still invisible ridge
motionless black branches above fence in foreground

space and time related to series of events, arrange
following two systems of, equivalent to, agree with

woman recalling stop signs in Cairo but no one pays
attention to them every event happens in the moment

grey whiteness of fog against still invisible ridge
white line of wave breaking across mouth of channel

BIRTHDAY HOG

Troy Cunio

these ppl have a pet pig & it's his birthday & they are having a party for him & they are cooking
pork rinds & feeding him a melon cut into the shape of his likeness & this is equal parts sweet &
really really fucked up & this is life in depressedcapitalistamerica I think, watching ppl eat flesh
like yours in your honor while you smell the searing & snarf down whatever juicy simulacra
they toss you & I'm trying real hard not to read too much into ordinary occurrences, trying not
to see the predictable twist coming again on the TV, but pigs & ppl are very similar
anatomically I'm told & do you ever wonder how your own desperation would taste? I'm pretty
sure mine would taste just like a melon & so I'm down on my knees but the damn birthday hog
won't
let
me
have
any.

MY MOTHER WAS A WHITE EGRET
My mother was a bald eagle, a plains
bison. She wore five necklaces.
A beaded mask. She ran through
fields with her skirts up, shouting.
My mother was a yellow lizard.
She made winter wheat grow tall.
She danced with me through green gardens.
Chicory bloomed by long rows of corn.
My mother had a colt’s body, a woman’s
knocking heart. She made warm dirt
a floor for dancing, fresh-beaten space
where red petals fell. She taught me idling—
watching clouds pile up and travel.
She tested me with moving water and
sudden wind, the creek bottom muddy
under our feet. In her name I breathe in
noon heat, sunburn my arms and face,
dance till my heart learns flexible rhythms,
my muscles and sinews like rope
released hand over powerful hand.

Barbara Daniels

BORDERLINE

Sophie Vanhomwegen

THE FLOWERS OF THE CLOCKS CATCH FIRE
The core of our galaxy is only visible half the year;
the other half, it is beneath the horizon.
We’ve split our fruit.
We’ve planted sons.
You lean over a book on the kitchen table.
Your head turns a burst of white flowers
and somewhere you’re wearing the turquoise dress
your mother gave to you before God shot a hole
through the wing of the bird that flew skyward
from our dream.
I found you in a church with no roof.
You drew crosses on maps that pointed to places
built to be broken.
You cup your hands.
I unbury.
You and I are only what the light wants
when the light only wants what is best.

Jay Sheets

SAN LUIS OBISPO
the wind is a mirror a circle broken and free
green leaves the cigarette smell of knotted hair beer spilt
down an open shirt
black strips of fabric over the pink balcony of Frenchwoman breast
a little girl chews hard gum the man in the quad-color hat sells
a fifty-year-old Granma
the shade extends down every shoulder and covers the tan
arm the fifty-pound suitcase the spider tattoo the donkey
made of thousand camera flashes
hexagon block walk way broken cobblestone street men in black vests
say restaurant in fifty languages men who never owned shirts
say money por favor in just one
an old cuban says camilo is nowhere because camilo never
died a woman with a texas accent says if she doesn’t find her
camera she will cry
cats fight between palm-frond eaves a girl in a white see through
top sings to a boy who lazily smiles and stares at his phone
click clock cheap wood block
vieja lights a match with her twitching foot a speaker gurgles
static-broken rumba someone shouts through jagged hollow teeth
the garble of salt and rum
pingas como dados putas como bocas tabaco como aire
ron como agua the sun shines unbroken by
any cloud unbothered by any bird
past the rotting customs house past a bench from a president’s
wife past screech of tire cars past every tourist bus past the last
wrinkled face
down the street past the crumbled buildings past the overpriced
sandwiches past the women in rainbow dresses past the ancient
Ford two-doors
is the ocean blue mean at its bottom is a stone tired
after so many years and a chain shaped like a stone
still locked

Connor Simons

ASTIR FIRA HOTEL

Emma Roulette

RUNNING AWAY

Josh Byer

BELL-JAR’S LILY
there is a
courtship of pine
across the field’s
nameless blue
a wild mouth breaking
over the wet azaleas
and dogstars
your name arrives
I am nowhere
meadow looms lark’s song
song over murky water
some salt of our youth
still in us
the world tells me
I am its creature
the world betrays
forest yields its jewel-light
of bedded leaves,
nightfallen to themselves
we are all failing,
I enter where there is no
changing of hours
I go where there is no place,
I am, once again,
a praying thing

Eleanor Gray

8.1

Stephen Ratcliffe

dream in unmade yellow and blue bed opposite window
something about low enrollments in poetry workshops

forms so much even beyond painting itself, which so
standing appear the first time, transferred, figure

chairman reporting that your examination writing is
notably deficient in spelling Department of English

grey whiteness of fog against still invisible ridge
white line of wave breaking across mouth of channel

LORD, I’M A SINNER

Fernando Badharo

TO BE ENGULFED
Enter moon
Late night on the flatbed
we trade numbers
and my hands move through
I’m looking at you— summer plants
I’m looking at you— good faint light
let your hands slide under
Exit hands

Catie Hannigan

WEST TEXAS

Troy Cunio

The vast prairie of loneliness. West Texas lit with burning oil. God's voice the only one on the
radio. No exits, nowhere to pull over. The road itself wants me gone but won't let go for another
400 miles. Have I found at last the true heart of America? The Pickens tax break farms turn,
turn in the distance like the Quixotic giants they are. The twisted grass nods yes, yes, yes.

DON'T MAKE ME COME DOWN THERE, GOD
-found poem, church sign, Texas

8.2.

Stephen Ratcliffe

light in window opposite unmade yellow and blue bed
first bird chirping from branch in right foreground

with a sketch illustrated letter, later belonged to
that more than same line, sometimes, not least from

baby already 7 months old with 2 bottom front teeth
first words dada and baba and sometimes mama and ah

grey whiteness of fog again against invisible ridge
white line of wave breaking across mouth of channel

TRAPPED

Fabrice Poussin

WAY UP THERE

Stephen Ratcliffe

SIGNAL FIRES
My husband watched the aurora's glow
curtaining above Alaska
and said he felt he was seeing
the first language.
Greenlanders saw unborn babies
playing across the sky. Chinese saw
the swoop of dragons.
The Norse believed the strange
light flickered and glanced off
shields carried by virgin warriors
riding into battle. Others say
campfires burn in the afterlife.
Jupiter and Saturn wear halos of aurora.
From far in space our tender world
appears cupped in sparking hands
its poles breathed into flame.
But my husband, this quiet man,
gazes at the ruffling sky
and calls it the first language.
And for him to speak of language,
of course he chooses light
because we've filled forty-odd years
more with silence than our words—
shadow glances, the waft and billow
of moments shared like all lovers
who understand their stories ripple
and fold, how need arcs, dissolves,
the ways we shelter embers.

Marion Boyers

THE SWAN IN THE MOON

Josh Byer

WHY I CALL MY MOTHER BY HER FIRST NAME Megan Merchant
When I was five,
I tramped out
to the barn
in dark, nightmarish,
looking
for any sound of you.
I found you
asleep
on the bales
under the horses belly,
the leather reins
braided,
still clutched.
You, soft under
a saddle blanket,
close enough
to what you loved
to keep you warm.
*
No one showed
you how to break them
proper
how to make the leather
crack into fear,
and love them
just the same.
You learned from
watching
your parents dance
in the frame

of the living room
window.
Your fathers firm hand
steering your mother
over floorboards
that squeaked,
made to seem so lovely.
But now the house
is fogged,
the glass
spidered,
as if the cold
is reaching
inside
to feel whole,
as if the last stone
was given into your palm
to throw.
*
You were the priest
of fields,
pouring water
into troughs
to bless the thirsty
and salve their eyes
fly-bitten and wide.
Tell me mother,
when you break
something of spirit,
do you become a god?

*
I listened to your
commands
outside the fence
with a fist
full of wild
ripping petal
from stem.
Alone,
I learned to sound
out your name,
to read the bones
of animals skinned
clean,
to worship the
trot in thick mud
how to swallow
sound.
*
Years later I met a man
at a bar who asked
if my mother
was the type
of woman
who took
her drinks neat.
No, I said,
but the type
that hungered to tame
something larger.
And once she sang
in front of a Saturday
crowd.

I have held this small fact.
How you taught me to shiver.
*
I never told you,
how I sat
near the barn door
for hours,
quiet as fly wings
stuck to the
long yellow strip,
understanding even then,
why every
time I needed
to say
mother,
you twitched
the dark body
skittish,
even after years
of being broken.

TRACES OF MEMORY

Antoni Hidalgo

8.3

Stephen Ratcliffe

light in window opposite unmade yellow and blue bed
motionless black branches above fence in foreground

subject perceiving itself in time, would be capable
relative, unlimited means of, opposite of yesterday

will call midmorning tomorrow is supposed to be 104
degrees smoke on the water from fires north of here

grey whiteness of clouds above still shadowed ridge
white line of wave breaking across mouth of channel

WALKING INTO A NEW SEASON
The street lights still on, not yet
dawn, I walk in fog light, draggling
through defeated leaves. I found the watch
I lost, right where it should’ve been,
tucked in with bracelets and rings.
Morning starts to smell like church—
damp earth, starched shirts. The gingkoes
lost all their leaves last night. Somebody
pulled a thread, and the whole yellow
apparatus flung itself down. We have
enough seasons. Sometimes they shine
and sometimes they’re more about
absence—lost tree, unmarked grave.
The gods now are just like the heroes,
suet faced, blurred, wayward weaklings.
The sun fails. Birdsong fails. The parts
have been simplified so anyone
can play them. A man stops in the fog
to name the animals—elephants,
spider monkeys. Only the fog asks
the right question: What’s worth
remembering? Above the chords
of an old hymn, my mother sings,
dipping her slotted spoon. Come in
to the house, she sings. All is prepared.

Barbara Daniels

ELECTORAL MAP
gentrifislands
in a sea of
red
and
amber

Troy Cunio

SUNSET

Antoni Hidalgo
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